mCTs see sharp rise in ridership

As gas prices bump the $4-per-gallon threshold, more people are turning to mass transit and carpooling to save money and cut down on the carbon footprint of their commutes.

As Mississippi Valley Transit (MVT) busy commuters move to the bus, MVT officials are perfecting their system.

Commuters still remember the days when it took them about 90 minutes to go from the suburbs to downtown Davenport. Then, of course, there were only six routes to choose from.

A Vanz, the new MVT director, said the agency is now looking at the possibility of having a new route. Business.

A MVT commuter, said he rides MVT to work because he is saving $1 100 a week on gas.

MVT commuter, said she has never missed a bus because the drivers are friendly. She said the drivers always make her feel welcome when she boards the bus.
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